
This agreement was made between the company (EWAAC-Art Ltd) and an agent (you) on 18 June 2016This agreement was made between the company (EWAAC-Art Ltd) and an agent (you) on 18 June 2016
for 1 year and then continue until further notice by the company.for 1 year and then continue until further notice by the company.

1) The company will appoint the agent to make research and find suitable artists who will enter1) The company will appoint the agent to make research and find suitable artists who will enter
EWAAC (art competition Part-1, Part-2) as well as other events that the company organize.EWAAC (art competition Part-1, Part-2) as well as other events that the company organize.

2) The company will provide the agent with company’s proper e-mail and sample intro text to2) The company will provide the agent with company’s proper e-mail and sample intro text to
send out to artists that the agent found and listed. The text can be altered by the agent but do not losesend out to artists that the agent found and listed. The text can be altered by the agent but do not lose
important points.important points.

3) Agent will find as many artists, photographers and video artists as possible from all over the world (any3) Agent will find as many artists, photographers and video artists as possible from all over the world (any
nationality) on his / her own way such as online research, Instagram, visiting exhibitions etc.nationality) on his / her own way such as online research, Instagram, visiting exhibitions etc.

4) Agent must not use the email provided by the company for any other purposes and if quit the agent job4) Agent must not use the email provided by the company for any other purposes and if quit the agent job
please return it to the company.please return it to the company.

5) Whe the agent send the invitation mail to those artists, send one by one and type each artist’ name like5) Whe the agent send the invitation mail to those artists, send one by one and type each artist’ name like
Dear Peter, Dear Suzy .....etc and do not send multiple people from one same mail because Gmail mayDear Peter, Dear Suzy .....etc and do not send multiple people from one same mail because Gmail may
stop using the email as it looks like Spam activity.stop using the email as it looks like Spam activity.

6) The company will pay the commission depend on how many works each artist enter the EWAAC6) The company will pay the commission depend on how many works each artist enter the EWAAC
competition. Please see details of the commission at: competition. Please see details of the commission at: www.ew-artbridge.net/agentwww.ew-artbridge.net/agent

7) The company will pay the commission every month ( close on 25th and pay on the 1st of every month).7) The company will pay the commission every month ( close on 25th and pay on the 1st of every month).
The payment will be made by Paypal because we can pay anywhere in the world and quick and easy.The payment will be made by Paypal because we can pay anywhere in the world and quick and easy.
However, when agent receive the money for the first time with Paypal, you must verify your ID and take aHowever, when agent receive the money for the first time with Paypal, you must verify your ID and take a
little time so please contact Paypal and tell ‘you want to receive money’ then they will guide you how tolittle time so please contact Paypal and tell ‘you want to receive money’ then they will guide you how to
prepare.  Once you have done no need to do it again in the future.prepare.  Once you have done no need to do it again in the future.
If you live in the UK and hold UK bank account, we may be able to transfer by bank until your PaypalIf you live in the UK and hold UK bank account, we may be able to transfer by bank until your Paypal
account will be ready to receive money.account will be ready to receive money.

8) The company reserves the right to terminate this agreement if no or few activity for more than two8) The company reserves the right to terminate this agreement if no or few activity for more than two
months without given any notice by agent.  Also the company can terminate the agreement when find anymonths without given any notice by agent.  Also the company can terminate the agreement when find any
dishonest behavier or damaged company’s reputation by the agent at immediate effect.dishonest behavier or damaged company’s reputation by the agent at immediate effect.

9) Agent has responsibility to declare the income tax if your total income together with other income exceed9) Agent has responsibility to declare the income tax if your total income together with other income exceed
the minimum amount which will be liable to pay tax.the minimum amount which will be liable to pay tax.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx

I agree all of above:                                                                       I agree all of above:                                                                                     *Digital signature will be accepted              *Digital signature will be accepted

Agent name:_______________________________  Sign: ___________________________________Agent name:_______________________________  Sign: ___________________________________

Date: ______________________Your own email: ________________________________________Date: ______________________Your own email: ________________________________________

Address : _________________________________________________________________________Address : _________________________________________________________________________

The Company : EWACC-Art Ltd  Signed by _______________________ Date: The Company : EWACC-Art Ltd  Signed by _______________________ Date: 18 / 06 / 201618 / 06 / 2016
                                                                           Ken Morita                                                                           Ken Morita

AGREEMENT for EWAA / EWAB AGENTAGREEMENT for EWAA / EWAB AGENT


